International
PROBUS
Network

An Introductory Newsletter
IPN PROBUS is for PROBUS members
who can get together and reap the
benefits of having fun, fellowship and
enjoyment on the Internet.
How do they achieve IPN members from around the world have been
this with IPN

successfully communicating for over 22 years and
have developed a close and friendly relationship
with fellow members where they can discuss topics
of interest either about local or PROBUS club
matters in their town, district, region, or
hemisphere while refraining from politics or religion.
Even weather conditions may crop up, especially
when we think of climatic changes that are occuring
at the present time.
The 22 years has taken the shape in many forms
with inter group emailing among members, chat
groups, photographic groups, ladies groups and a
topicalprobe group and we take very seriously the
privacy of our members at this present time.
To join you must be a member of a probus club in
your country.

To comply with Data Protection laws especially those
which have just come into force in the EU in May
2018 we ask you to give your consent for your
details :- Full name, email address, PROBUS Club
meeting date, time & place, Club Gender( Men.
Ladies, Combined), Location of club, Additional
Details.
The information you provide on the Application form
will be used by the International PROBUS Network
club for purposes only in connection with the
running of the club, which includes communicating
by email.
It will never be disclosed for marketing purposes or
passed to other non PROBUS bodies.
If you decide to leave the group at any time due to
health reasons or bereavement then all your details
will be removed.

So what is happening in the IPN world
Today.
We have two groups of members IPNCAN and IPNUK
each with a coordinator to manage the group. Both
groups contain members from different countries
even though they say CAN & UK that is only where
the coordinator resides. A Senior membership
coordinator is responsible for all the overall
membership duties and allocates new members to
the two groups.
Looking into the Future

We have a small group of seven IPN members with a
vast experience of PROBUS in Australia, Canada &
the UK who are working on the future of IPN
PROBUS Networking to enhance the opportunities
that the future years gives us.
A brochure has been promoted to outlay our aims &
goals which you may like to read as well in a
separate pdf file called IPN brochure.

